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1. INTRODUCTION

This report documents the results of a study of TOPER Satellite Options

performed by TRW for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), under contract No.

956199.

In accordance with the JPL study objectives, this report identifies and

describes an existing TRW satellite design which forms the basis for the

TOPEX mission design maximizing scientific value at least cost. The selected

Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) spacecraft design easily accommo-

dates any of the three TOPEX payload options with room for growth or addi-

tion of other instruments.

Spacecraft of the FLTSATCOM program operate in geosynchronous equa-

torial orbit, which is attained by injection onto a transfer orbit by an

Atlas Centaur launch vehicle and the firing of the spacecraft's solid motor

at r.pogee. FLTSATCOM's mission is to relay communications in the UHF and

SHF bands for the Department of Defense. To do this, it maintains an earth-

oriented attitude and points its payload antennas toward the nadir.

FLTSATCOM is adaptable for launch by the STS, it incorporates propul-

sion and guidance capability in the basic design, and with only minor mod-

ification to accommodate operation in low earth orbit rather than at syn-

chronous altitude, the performance of the FLTSATCOM spacecraft is a close

match to that sought for TOPEX. The four FLTSATCOMs presently operating on

orbit have expected lifetimes that exceed TOPEX requirements, and U.S.

government plans, starting with a current contract for long lead procurement,

call for TRW to manufacture three additional FLTSATCOM on a schedule that

corresponds closely to the projected TOPEX project start in 1984 and launch

in 1987, thus making economies of multiple unit production potentially

available to the TOPEX project.

The following sections present the results of the seven tasks defined

by the Statement of Work in the referenced JPL contract. Section 2 summa-

rizes our understanding of the TOPEX mission requirements. In Section 3,

we identify our existing satellite design (Task 1) and propulsion subsystem

approach (Task 2), including development status (Task 3) and a description

of subsystem performance characteristics (Task 5). Section 4 separately

s
M
G
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addresses launch vehicle compatibility in response to Exhibit 1, Section

IV, of the contract and Section 5 rt.4 marizes satellite performance capa-

bilities with respect to the other requirements of Exhibit 1 (Task 4).

The results of Task 6, including cost estimates for budgetary and planning

purposes, are presented in Section G. This report itself satisfies the

documentation requirement of Task 7.
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2.0 REQUIREMENTS

This study addresses the TOPEX requirements stated in Exhibit 1 of the

Statement of Work of JPL Contract No. 956199. For reference, the major

requirements are excerpted from Exhibit 1 and reproduced in Appendix A.

The principal purpose of the TOPEX (Ocean Dynamics Topography Experi-

ment) is to map the level of the surface of the world's oceans. This

purpose is achieved by subtracting measurements of the satellite's height

above the ocean as determined by an on-board radar altimeter from the alti-

tude of the satellite above the mean geoid surface as determined by preci-

sion tracking and orbit determination.

The requirements of the study are derived from three (optional) pay-

loads which provide the data for these determinations, and from the require-

ments of the mission. Principal mission requirements include launch and

ascent into a very nearly circular (e < 0.001) orbit, inclined 63.4 degrees

to the equator, and at an altitude of "sou to 1334 W, depending on the

mission option. The orbit must be established very accurately to achieve

predictable ground tracks which repeat on a ten-day cycle, and it must be

maintained with minimum disturbances, so that the orbit determination preci-

sion is not compromised.

Principal payload accommodations include space and field of view

available for nadir-pointed antennas, capacity to carry the payload mass

and supply its electrical power, pointing control, and thermal control.

In addition a communications system is necessary which can accept

commands sent to the satellite and transmit data at up to N500 kb/s. The

communications links are direct to ground stations as well as via TDRSS.

Some of the quantitative requirements which can be translated into

bus requirements are:	 '

e Mission Duration: 3 years/2-year extended mission option

e TOPEX Payload Mass: 209.1 kg (worst case, Option 3)

e TOPEX Payload Power Demand: 259 W (worst case, Option 1)

• Ascent Propulsion: AV = 550 m/s (Option 1)

e Pointing Control Accuracy: 0.15 degrees (Option 1), 0.25 degrees
(Options 2 and 3)

2-1
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TRW has selected the Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) space-

craft from its current spacecraft programs, and submits it as a candidate

bus for the TOPEX mission. This spacecraft is designed for and is in use

as a Department of Defense communications satellite in geosynchronous equa-

torial orbit. In this orbit it keeps an array of UHF, S-band, and SHF

antennas directed toward the earth. For use as the TOPEX bus, this RF pay-

load -- antennas and transponders -- will be removed, vacating a large space

for instruments and their antennas to view in the nadir direction.

The FLTSATCOM bus as is can accommodate the TOPEX payload mass, sat-

isfy the TOPEX payload power requirement, and control pointing toward

earth to 0.25 degrees. With its propulsive system augmented in propellant

capacity for the ascent phase, it satisfies the propulsive and attitude

control requirements for ascent and in the observational orbit. FLTSATCOM

is designed for and is meeting a five year lifetime in orbit.

The FLTSATCOM attitude is controlled in pitch (rotation in the orbit

plane
plan_' " _ „ew;.Able en*=A anAfRentum wheel. About transverse axes it is' uy a vas ^¢^^^ ter...... ........_.

controlled by precession thruster , firing, and by gyroscopic action. The

only secular attitude change - the one revolution per orbit in pitch- is

controlled with only infrequent unloading of the momentum wheel by thruster

firing. This should minimize spacecraft-induced random orbit disturbances.

The selection of the FLTSATCOM bus for TOPEX is based on these con-

siderations, and enhanced by its status as an ongoing program, with conti-

nuity planned for Launches in the 1985-87 time period.

See Section 5 for a comparison of FLTSATCOM capabilities for TOPEX,

and a discussion of the few modifications which may be necessary for that

mission.

i
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3.0 PROPOSED SPACECRAFT FOR TOPEX MISSION

Section 3.1.1 describes the FLTSATCOM bus as it is presently configured*

and Section 3,,1.2 as it is envisioned for the TOPER application. The

Propulsion Subsystem described in Section 3.2 is proposed specifically for

the TOPEX mission and the modifications from the existing FLTSATCOM design

are defined. All FLTSATCOM subsystem descriptions in Sections 3.3 through

3.6 refer to the existing designs (not modified for TOPEX). A discussion

of modifications for the TOPEX mission is included in Sections 4 and 5.

3.1 FLTSATCOM BUS

3.1.1 The Present FLTSATCOM Configurationation

The current mission of the FLTSATCOM spacecraft is to provide satellite

communication capability for the Navy and other DoD users. The satellite

consists of two hexagonal modules, antennas and solar arrays. The payload

module houses the communication system which includes the UHF and SHF

equipment and antennas. The spacecraft module (bus) includes all o0er

r	 subsystem equipment and the solar array drives. Figure 3.1-1 shows the

spacecraft configuration.

The spacecraft's overall size when deployed is 43.4 feet between solar

panel ends. Electronic equipment is housed in the spacecraft body which is

a hexagonal prism 7.5 feet across flats. The parabolic transmit antenna is

16 feet in diameter and they receive antenna is an 18-turn helix approximately

12 feet long, mounted to the side of the parabolic transmit antenna. In

the launch configuration, the spacecraft is folded to fit within the 10-foot

diameter NASA standard Centaur fairing. The spacecraft weighs 4,170 pounds

* The description of FLTSATCOM is Sections 3.1.1 and 3.3 through 3.6 as
"presekly configured" refers to Units 1 through 5, which have been built
and launched. The FLTSATCOM units 6, 7, and 8 that are to be built and
launched in 1985-87 will be somewhat different from Units 1 through 5;

e Unit 6 will be an exact copy of Unit 5 except that the existing
solar cells are no longer available and will be replaced by more
efficient cells.

s Units 7 and 8 will carry an additional EHF payload necessitating
a more powerful AKM and the structure will be modified for both
payload and motor accommodation.

3-1
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Figure 3.1-1. Orbit Configuration of FLTSATCOM 7 and 8
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in the launch configuration with nearly half of this weight being the

propellant in the STAR 37F solid rocket motor that is used for injection

into synchronous orbit. The spacecraft is designed to operate in synchron-

ous equatorial orbit and is placed in an elliptical transfer orbit by an

Atlas Centaur boost vehicle launched eastward from thr, Eastern Test Range.

Once the spacecraft is injected into synchronous orbit, it is deployed

and oriented relative to the Earth and the orbit plane. Spacecraft orien-

tation is specified relative to the directions forward, south, and down

which are the reference directions for the body X, Y and Z axes, respec-

tively. On orbit, the spacecraft is oriented so that the +X axis is forward

in the direction of flight. The solar array axis defines , the Y axis of the

spacecraft and the central axis of the downlink antenna defines the Z space-

craft axis.

Additional technical features of the spacecraft design are summarized

in Fi gure 3.1-2. The s pacecraft Dower bud get is sli ghtly over 1,200 watts.

This power is provided by 22,632 2 x 4 cm solar cells that generate about

`	 2 kW at beginn'ng of life (BOL) but degrade due to the space environment

to 1,436 wags at the 5-year design life point. The spacecraft UHF commu-

nications equipment operates in the 244 to 400 MHz frequency band. The

spacecraft attitude is controlled on orbit by a combination of a body fixed

momentum wheel and direct decomposition hydrazine Jets. It points the

communication antennas to within 0.25 degree of nadir. The spacecraft has

a design lifetime of 5 years and the design incorporates complete electrical

and mechanical redundancy.

Figure 3.1-3 provides the weight budget. The power budget is given

in Figure 3.1-4.

3.1.2 The Envisioned TOPEX Satellite

The FLTSATCOM bus, adapted for use as the TOPEX Satellite, is shown in

Figure 3.1-5. The principal features of this adaptation are:

s The solar arrays when deployed are canted at 45 degrees to the
solar array drive axis. This accommodates the wider range of the
sunline from the orbit plane: up to +86.8 degrees in-the TOPEX
orbit, compared with +23.4 degrees fog FLTSATCOM.

t
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ORIGINAL QUALt'fY

OF Poo

k,

LAUNCH VEHICLE: ATLAS/CENTAUR

POWER: -1200 WATTS, EQUINOX, AFTER 5 YEARS

FREQUENCY BAND: 244 TO 400 MHz

ANTENNAS: TRANSMIT-DEPLOYABLE PARABOLOID
RECEIVE-DEPLOYABLE HELIX

TRANSPONDER: CHANNELIZED LIMITING V3PEATERS
ON450ARD SIGNAL PROCESSORS
HIGH POWER, MULTICHANNEL, UHF TRANSMITTERS

ATTITUDE CONTROL: BODY-FIXED MOMENTUM WHEEL
0.25 DEGREE POINTING ACCURACY (WORST CASE)
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL REDUNDANCY

SPACECRAFT
DESIGN LIFETIME: FIVE YEARS

Figure 3.1-2. Technical Features
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ORIGINAL PAGC 13
OF POOP QUALITY

WEIGHT
SUBSYSTEM ILBMI

STRUCTURE 32A
INTEGRATION HARDWARE 18.5
THERMAL CONTROL 353
ELECTRICAL POWER AND DISTRIBUTION 719.1
ATTITUDE AND VELOCITY CONTROL 129A
COMMUNICATIONS 491.3
TELEMETRY. TRACKING. AND COMMAND 55.7
REACTION CONTROL, DRY 84.7

DRY WEIGHT 1841,1
EXCESS PROPE LLANT LOAD ED (MARGIN) +42

DRY WEIGHT PLUS MARGIN 18873
AKM - FIRED CASE 1362

DRY WEIGHT- IN ORBIT 2022.6
RESIDUAL FLUIDS 7.6

WEIGHT AT END-OF-MISSION 20302
RCS EXPENDABLES (REQUIRED) 1804
14KM EXPENDABLES 1916.7

WEIGHT AT SEPARATION 4127.5
BOOSTER ADAPTER 43.0

WEIGHT AT LAUNCH 4170 5

Figure 3.1-3. FLTSATCOM Spacecraft Wei ht as of
June 12, 1981. Summary STAR 37F OIM)

SUBSYSTEM

•--rte..

ECLIPSE
AVERAGE
(WATTS)

SUNLIGHT
UNATTENDED

(WATTS)

TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND 9.0 7.8
COMMAND

COMMUNICATIONS 880.5 880.5

ATTITUDE AND VELOCITY 30.6 44.1
CONTROL

THERMAL CONTROL 4.3 17.0

REACTION CONTROL 17.5 40.0

ELECTRICAL POWER AND 246.4 247.8
DISTRIBUTION

TOTAL 1188.3 1237.2

Figure 3.1-4. Power Summary at Equinox
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• The RF payload and its antennas are removed from the nadir -facing
side of the satellite, and replaced by TOPEX payload antennas --
the radar altimeter paraboloidal antenna, the radiometer offset
paraboloidal reflector, and the TRANET II double helix antenna --
and the laser retroreflector.

• The S-band antenna which communicates with ground stations is move,
to a corner of the payload module to avoid interference with TOPEX
payload antennas, also on the nadir side.

• On the zenith side, S-band antennas are added for communication
with TDRSS. Shown are an Omni for low data -rate communication to
any visible TDR satellite, and a higher-gain antenna for high data-
rate transmission when a TDR satellite is close enough to the
zenith.

e Also on the zenith side can be seen a 300-lbf thrbst ascent engine.

Other features of the adaptation are internal and not shown in the figure:

e A recommended replacement of the two FLTSATCOM 22-inch diameter
NA propellant tanks by a single 39-inch diameter tank which
occupies the sDace vacated by removina the solid aDooee kick motor.
This provides propellant for the added TOPE-X ascent propulsion
requirement as well as for the on-orbit attitude and velocity
control requirements via FLTSATCOM's 0.1- and 1.0-lbf thrusters.

• The earth sensors of the attitude control subsystem are modified to
-compensate for TOPEX's lower altitude.

• The transponder and data system are replaced to provide TDRSS com-
patibility (rather than SGLS) and to handle the higher TOPEX data
rates. An S-band power amplifier of ti40 watts is added.

FLTSATCOM features directly applicable to TOPEX without significant modifi-

cation are the structure and modular configuration, the electrical power

subsystem, the S-band nadir-pointing omni antenna, the attitude control

subsystem, and the part of the propulsion subsystem devoted to on-orbit

attitude and velocity control. The approximate mass and power budgets for

TOPEX will be as shown in Figures 3.1-6 and 3.1-7.

3.2 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM

A blowdown, monopropellant hydrazine propulsion subsystem provides the

impulse to transfer the satellite from the Shuttle delivery orbit to the

mission altitude, and for maneuvers and attitude control in operational

orbit. The propulsion subsystem is a modification of the existing FLTSATCOM

`-	 subsystem. The modification replaces existing propellant tanks with a

3-7
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7601

Spacecraft Dry

Structure 340

Thermal Control 32

Electric Power and Distribution 690

Attitude and Velocity Control 127'

Telemetry Tracking and Command 86

Integral Propulsion 175

TOPEX Payload (Option 3)	 (209 kg) 461

Propellant

Fdr AV (Option 1, 677 m/s) 720

For Attitude and Spin Control 24

Unusable 16

P

Figure 3.1-6. TOPEX Mass, lbm (Approximate)
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Spacecraft at Launch
	

2671

Adapter
	

120

Total
	

2791



Subsystem Power, Watts

Telemetry, Tracking, and Command 160

Attitude and Velocity Control 44

Thermal Control 17

Propulsion 20

Electrical Power and Distribution 190

TO' PE 	 Payload (Option 1) 259

Total Required 690

Available From Array After 5 Years 1440

(Accounting for 450 Incidence Angle) 1140

Excess for Battery Charging 450

Figure 3.1-7. TOPED Power Budget (Approximate)

L
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( larger, central tank, and adds a 1335 N (300 lbf) thruster for orbit

boosting.	 The following sections describe TOPEX propulsion requirements,

the subsystem design approach taken, the existing FLTSATCOM propulsion sub-

system, and the modifications to be made for TOPER.

3.2.1	 Requirements

The propulsion subsystem must have the capacity to:	 (1) boost the

satellite from Shuttle delivery orbit to mission altitude, and (2) provide

on-orbit maneuvers which include orbit phasing, orbit repeat cycle, orbit

maintenance, and inclination change (or margin).	 The AV requirement 'or

item (1) above is specified as 550 m/s for Option 1 by paragraph E of the

Statement of Work for Contract 956199.	 It is lower for O'ptions 2 and 3.

The BV requirement for item (2) above is 127 m/s per the JPL Phase A report

for TOPEX.	 The maximum AV for the mission is then 550 + 127 = 677 m/s.

3.2.2	 Design Approach
n

_ The existing FLTSATCOM bus incorporates a monopropellant hydrazine

reaction control subsystem which delivers impulse for attitude, velocity

and spin speed control, and momentum wheel unloading for a 7-year mission

life.	 It also has a solid rocket apogee kick motor (AKM).	 The reaction

control subsystem satisfies all the TOPEX requirements except for orbit

boosting, which can be met by an existing 1335 N (300 lbf) thruster that

has been flown on a classified program.	 The FLTSATCOM propellant tank

capacity must be increased to carry the additional propellant needed for

orbit boosting.	 The solid rocket AKM, however, is no longer needed. 	 The

space previously occupied by the AKM is then available for a larger hydra-

tine propellant tank.

tlsing'the maximum AV requirement of 677 m/s, and a mission average

specific impulse of 220 seconds for the monopropellant hydrazine thrusters,

the maximum propellant requirement is 326 kg (720 pounds). 	 The Shuttle

RCS tank, at a 3:1 blowdown ratio, is rated at 346 kg (763 pounds) capacity.

It, therefore, can hold all the required propellant for the TOPEX mission.

Consequently, the two existing FLTSATCOM propellant tanks may be eliminated

in favor of a single, central propellant tank for all mission phases. 	 The

Shuttle RCS tank is spherical, and is 39.2 inches in diameter.	 It readily

fits into the space presently occupied by the solid rocket AKM.

3-10



An integral propulsion subsystem is preferable to a separate ascent

propulsion module plus an on-orbit propulsion subsystem because many reac-

tion control functions would otherwise have to be duplicated in the ascent

module. The FLTSATCOM bus already provides all the requisite reaction

control functions. The delivered performance of a monopropellant hydrazine

orbit boost thruster yields weight margins that are very comfortable for

the planned missions. Other candidates for the boost thruster included two

stage solid rocket motors or a bipropellant thruster. Monopropellant was

selected because of commonality with the existing reaction control sub-

system, acceptable performance in the required energy regime, lower project

cost and risk, and user familiarity.

3.2.3 Existing FLTSATCOM Propulsion Subsystem

The hydrazine propulsion subsystem on FLTSATCOM has demonstrated its

capability to provide the specified mission performance in both spinning

(transfer orbit) and three-axis stabilized modes of operation. The sub-

system now provides ,.217.000 N-s (49,000 lbf-s) total impulse for the

following functions:

! Spin-up and despin

• Pre- and post-AKM precession

® Acquisition and two reacquisitions

• Attitude control

• Wheel unloading

• Initial orbit correction and positioning

• Repositioning

• Stationkeeping

The subsystem was loaded with 104 kg (230 pounds) of hydrazine on its most

recent flights.

The first use of the hydrazine subsystem is at initial separation from

the launch vehicle when two high level thrusters (HLTs) are fired by the

spacecraft sequencer to spin up the spacecraft to 62.5 rpm. The roll HLTs

are then used to precess the spacecraft spin axis to the nominal AKM

firing attitude. Upon injection into synchronous orbit, additional HLT
F

3-11
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f

firings are conducted to precess the spacecraft to the orbit normal attitude,

and to sequentially conduct the required despin, and sun and earth acquisi-

tion maneuvers, respectively. The later maneuvers are conducted by firing

all eight of the primary HLTs to provide active control in the pitch, roll

and yaw .axes.

'

	

	 Normal on-orbit control is provided by a combination of reaction wheels

and thrusters. A body-fixed momentum bias wheel provides both active pitch

s

	

	 control to maintain the required pointing accuracy and passive momentum

wheels. In this normal on-orbit control mode, both the HLTs and low level

thrusters (LLTs) are pulsed at a very low duty cycle. Sufficient time
elapses between pulses to allow the catalyst bed to return to the prefiring

temperature. The high number of bed ambient temperature pulses (up to

100,000 on the LLTs) necessitated the incorporation of electrically powered
catalyst bed heaters to ensure the required catalyst bed lifetime.

Orbit correction, repositioning and east-west stationkeeping are per-

formed with the AV HLTs. Active attitude control is maintained by the roll

and pitch HLTs firing in pulse mode.

The propulsion subsystem schematic diagram is presented in Figure 	 a

3.2-1.' Twenty thrusters are used to meet the system attitude and velocity

control requirement with full redundancy and to satisfy all operational

constraints. Impulse for spin/despin, precession, AV, acquisition, atti-

tude control during AV and momentum wheel unloading is supplied by two

redundant banks of eight HLTs which generate 5 N (1.0 lbf) maximum steady-

state thrust. Two redundant banks of two LLTs, which generate 0.5 N
Ai

(0.1 lbf) nominal steady-state thrust, provide impulse for normal-mode

roll/yaw control.

The thrusters are positioned within the spacecraft as shown in Figure

3.2-2. Figure 3.2-3 summarizes subsystem components, suppliers, and

weight.

3.2.4 Modifications for TOPEX Propulsion Subsystem

The following changes to the FLTSATCOM propulsion subsystem are made

for TOPEX:

k
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(1) Replace the two propellant tank assemblies with the Shuttle RCS
propellant tank.

(2) Add a 1335 N (300 lbf) thruster for orbit boosting.

(3) Implement the associated valving changes per the schematic dia-
gram shown in Figure 3.2-4.

The Shuttle RCS propellant tank is furnished by Martin-Marietta. It

has a dry weight of 34 kb (75 pounds). The 1335 N (300 lbf) thruster is

supplied by Walter Kidde. It weighs 28 kg (62 pounds). It has previously

been used on an Air Force classified satellite.

The additional equipment conveniently fits into the space vacated by

the current FLTSATCOM solid AKM, which is no longer needed.

3.2.5 STS Services

The Space Transportation System (STS) interface with TOPEX should

provide several services to the propulsion subsystem in the Shuttle orbiter.

These include telemetry channels for monitoring propellant tank pressure

and status of the isolation valves.

3.3 MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM

Figure 3.3-1 lists the principal features of the existing FLTSATCOM

structural design. Figure 3.3-2 and -3 show exploded views of the space-

craft structure. The principal load path is a central cylinder attached

to the boost vehicle by a conical adapter section. The apogee kick motor

(AKM) weighs slightly over a ton and is mounted inside the central cylinder.

An annular Z ring carries the rccket motor weight during boost, transmits

motor thrust during firing, and provides thermal isolation between the

motor casing and the satellite interior. The two hydrazine tanks operate

in the blow-down mode, and zero g feed is assured by bladders. Total pro-

pellant load capability is about 350.pounds of hydrazine. The longerons

and stringers support the external spacecraft panels and loads are carried

by the horizontal support platform and diagonal struts. The payload module

is of similar construction.

The solar gray substrate is 0.625-inch aluminum honeycomb with 0.005-

r
	 inch facesheets. The backup structure and solar array booms are rectangu-

lar tubular aluminum. Thermal control of the spacecraft is accomplished

3-15
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by radiation of heat directly from the spacecraft external panels. Second

surface mirrors (SSM) bonded to the exterior surface of the honeycomb

panels provide the required thermal emissivity while reflecting incident

solar radiation. The panel areas that are not used as radiators are insu-

lated with multilayer super-insulation.

3.4 POWER SUBSYSTEM

The electrical power subsystem of the FLTSATCOM consists of solar

arrays, batteries, a power control unit, converters, power switching assem-

blies, distribution units and cabling. Functionally, these elements are

arranged as shown in Figure 3.4-1, and the summary characteristics of the

subsystem are shown in Figure 3.4-2.

When in sunlight the solar arrays power the main bus and provide

current for charging the batteries. When in eclipse, the batteries power

the main bus. The main bus volta ge is unregulated. but user requirements

are met via converters which regulate their output voltages. Heater and

ordnance power 'are supplied from the main bus.

The solar array is comprised of six panels, three on each of two

wings., A solar array drive mechanism rotates the wings about a common

north-south axis to keep them facing the sun; with the orientation assumed

by' the spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit, the sunline deviates from the

array normal by ±23.4 0 due to seasonal variation in the sun's declination.

There are 22,632 solar cells (2 x 4 cm each) in the array, 3,772 per

panel. These are divided into a load section (19,872 cells, 3,312 per

panel) and a charge section (2,760 cells, 460 per panel). This solar array

provides FLTSATCOM with 1,256 watts at 29 volts (load section) plus 180

watts at 37 volts (charge section) at the end of a five-year mission.

There are three battery assemblies. Each consists of 24 NiCd battery

cells of 24 ampere hour capacity. 22 of these cells are employed in series

at a time, with the other two as backup. Electronic bypass at the cell

level accommodates single cell failures.

The main bus is switched in the power control unit (PCU) to the

various converters and to the electrical integration assembly (EIA). As

'	 the major power consumer on FLTSATCOM is the communications payload, most

of the converters are dedicated to this payload.

f
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3.5 ATTITUDE AND VELOCITY CONTROL

FLTSATCG,► has two different attitude control modes for the two phases

of its mission. The first phase includes orbit transfer from low altitude

to geosynchronous altitude and the firing of the apogee kick motor. For

this phase the satellite is spin stabilized about its yaw (Z) axis, and the

spin is initiated and terminated by firing one-pound yaw thrusters. The

second phase is the on-orbit earth-pointing phase. This requires a slow

rotation at one revolution per orbit about the pitch (Y) axis.

For the orbit transfer phase, spinning sun and earth sensors permit

determination of the spin rate and the spin axis orientation. Spin rate

is controlled by yaw thrusters, and spin axis orientation by the firing of

precession pulses via pitch or roll thrusters. Attitude control electronics

controls the firing of all thrusters. The launch sequence is shown in

Figure 3.5-1. The subsystem block diagram is shown in Figure 3.5-2.

On orbit, pointing errors of the yaw (earth-pointing) axis are deter-

mined by scanning earth sensors sensitive to roll and pitch offsets. Sta-

bility of the slow rotation about the pitch axis is augmented by a pitch

momentum wheel, and pitch errors are corrected by speed changes of this

wheel. Pitch momentum unloading and roll error correction are effected by

the firing of thrusters. The gyroscopic stability about the pitch axis

makes active yaw control unnecessary. A sun sensor assembly provides

information about the direction of the sunline and this data is used to

periodically correct the solar array position and control the spacecraft

during velocity correction maneuvers. The 1-lbf yaw thrusters can be used

in a thrust aiding mode to impart horizontal velocity to the spacecraft.

The equipment is fully redundant and capable of extensive cross-connection

by ground command.

Figure 3.5-3 describes the on-orbit attitude control technique. The

earth sensor is the scan-through type and operates in the long infrared

(IR) region. The scan plane is offset 5 degrees from the equator so that

the earth pulse is sensitive to both pitch and roll errors. The position

of the earth pulse relative to the center of the scan provides the pitch

attitude error and the length of the earth pulse measures the roll error.

Each of the two sensors has two scan planes located +5 degrees from the

3-23
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spacecraft X and Z plane. These scan planes are selectable on command to

avoid interference from the sun and moon. The measured pitch error is

processed in the control system to modulate the speed of the reaction wheel

which is oriented along the Y body axis. Torques generated by this modula-

tion hold the pitch error close to zero. Secular pitch momentum build-up

is corrected by the 1-lbf pitch thrusters. The reaction wheel speed is

biased so that it operates between 2 , 000 and 4,000 rpm and always produces

a component of momentum along the Y body axis. The roll control system

uses the roll output of the earth sensor to fire a 20 msecond pulse from

the 0.1-lbf thrusters. This pulse is fired when the roll error exceeds its

dead -band value of 0.12 degree and imparts a nutation to , the spacecraft due

to interaction with the spacecraft momentum. The attitude control elec-

tronics fires a second pulse 1,000 seconds after the first pulse which

cancels the nutation at close to zero roll error. The roll control system

fires approximately 100 pulses of the 0.1-lbf thrusters per day. The

timing logic prevents nutation build-up and the bias womentum of the pitch

wheel, together with a small yaw offset component of the 0.1-lbf thruster

alignment provides the cross-coupling between roll and yaw axes necessary

for yaw stability.

3.6 TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND COMMAND (TT&C) SUBSYSTEM

Figure 3.6-1 summarizes the TT&C features of the existing FLTSATCOM

spacecraft. The TT&C functions utilize the SGLS S-band system, Channels

11 and 13. The command system is a 1000 baud FSK system and includes PRM

ranging tones and coherent turnaround of the uplink carrier to provide

range rate. The individual commands are 32 bits and are encrypted. The

telemetry system uses PSK modulation on a 1.024 MHz subcarrier and can

operate at either 250 or 1,000 bps. Within the spacecraft, the commands

are routed to the 36 user addresses by the 5-band command unit and at

these user addresses, further decoded to accomplish the individual command

functions. A total of 977 commands are used, approximately half of these

commands are needed for ascent operations; and most of the remaining com-

mands for redundancy control. During normal operation, only 58 commands

are needed. The telemetry consists of 184 main frame words and 965 subcom

words. At the high data rate the main frame is sampled each 0.512 second

and the subcom sampled at 1/64th of this rate. The various measurements
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are categorized as analog, bilevel, or digital as shown in Figure 3.6-1.

Figure 3.6-2 is the TT&C subsystem block diagram.

&J
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4.0 FLTSATCOM/LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPATIBILITY

The FLTSATCOM dynamic envelope is such that it can not be accommodated

by the Delta Launch vehicle without using a new hammerhead 10-foot fairing;

therefore, for TOPER it is assumed to use the Space Shuttle Vehicle (SSV).

4.1 THERMAL AND DYNAMIC ENVELOPE

As presently configured, FLTSATCOM without 1:ommunication payload

antennas occupies a cylindrical volume 9.3 feet in diameter and 10 feet in

length. The allowable payload envelope in the SSV cargo bay is 15 feet in

diameter and 60 feet in length which provides a margin of 80% in length not

including any TOPEX ASE. This ample margin allows for companion payloads

to be carried by the SSV (depending upon the particular STS mission) and

for additional instruments on the FLTSATCOM bus should it be desirable to

expand the baseline TOPEX payload instrumentation.

4.2	 WEIGHT

SSV capabilities to deliver cargos into orbit depend upon program

variables.	 Some limitations exist for discrete inclinations between 560

and 700 ; these limitations are still under study by NASA.	 Since TOPEX is

to be delivered by SSV at 63.40 inclination, it will be necessary to verify

SSV capability with JSC during the detailed design phase. 	 However, in view

of FLTSATCOM's modest weight it is expected that full compatibility with

SSV constraints will exist.

4.3	 STRUCTURAL INTERFACE

FLTSATCOM is attached to the launch vehicle adapter by a conical flange

at the station of the AKM nozzle.	 Two options are available for attaching a

the FLTSATCOM bus via the same flange to the SSV: 	 (1) the bus can be

supported directly on bridges at the sides of the cargo bay ^Aongerons)

and/or the bottom of the cargo bay (keel); or (2) the bus can have its own

support structure which, in turn, is attached to the cargo bay. 	 Option (1)
i

necessitates the design of additional structure which FLTSATCOM will have

to carry into the observation orbit. 	 The weight penalty makes this option

unattractive.	 To implement option (2), a number of existing cradle and

pallet designs offer potential candidates; among these are the IUS cradle 4

(Boeing), the Space Test Rack (GE), the GRO cradle (TRW), the FDI cradle
F	

'

r'

i

^k.
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(Rockwell), the SSUS-A, the Multi-Mission Spacecraft (MMS) cradle, and the

Spacelab and OFT pallets. It will be the task of detailed design to define

the optimum, cost-effective cradle configuration for this application.

4.4 POWER AND SIGNAL INTERFACES

Selected components of the FLTSATCOM bus will require power during the

prelaunch, launch and ascent (to the SSV orbit) phases of the mission. It

will also be necessary for commands to be loaded to the spacecraft while it

is still attached to the SSV. The minimal power requirement (a few watts)

is well within the SSV capability of 315 W. Power conditioning and distri-

bution will be accomplished by the Power Control Unit. The signal inter-

face provided by the SSV is compatible with the FLTSATCOM TT&C subsystem.

The spacecraft cradle will provide the physical location for the power/

signal interfaces in the form of an appropriate connector panel.

c u AT er 7cr i aTT^1t^!
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The FLTSATCOM bus does not require active cooling and, therefore, an

interface with the Active Thermal Control Subsystem (ATCS) of the SSV is

not required.

4.6 ENVIRONMENTS

FLTSATCOM subsystems and components have been qualified to natural and

induced environments commensurate with the pre-launch, launch /ascent and

post-liftoff phases of an Atlas-Centaur vehicle launch. These qualifica-

tion environments exceed in severity the corresponding environments in the

cargo bay during a SSV launch. In the TOPEX application, those FLTSATCOM

components which are modified can, therefore, ba, qualified by similarity,

resulting in considerable cost savings to the program.

4.7 SAFETY

It will be the task of the detailed design to assure compliance with

safety requirements applicable to SSV payloads. Allowable meterials, pro-

ap+bgation of possible failure, the detection of and safing against potential

hazards are key considerations to be considered.

k
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5.0 SUMMARY OF FLTSATCOM CAPABILITIES VS TOPEX REQUIREMENTS

This summary is divided into three sections: requirements which are

met by the FLTSATCOM bus as it exists or with very minor modifications,

requirements which are not met and call for specific changes, and require-

ments for which changes are undetermined.

5.1 REQUIREMENTS MET BY FLTSATCOM

5.1.1 Space for Payload; Modularity

FLTSATCOM readily provides prime space for the TOPEX payload, space

for nadir looking payload antennas, and a module for payload electronics.

The adaptation of the spacecraft system to TOPEX, in this respect, consists

merely of removing FLTSATCOM's complement of payload antennas and installing

TOPEX antennas; of removing FLTSATCOM payload transponders and installing

TOPEX electronics.

The chant nnA ci7e of f+hn nztilnnd mnalllnhnvnnnnnl non-0o 7	 Fnn+M+v	 I	 r1r r/a.J 1 VMV IIIVU V 1 G -- Y 1VW^%Atj V /14 1 F/1 IQ 	 / . V I GT. 1r

across flats -- is about ideal for TOPEX's largest payload, Option 1, with

a 2-meter radar altimeter dish; space remains around the periphery for

smaller antennas. There is no conflict by spacecraft components with the

field oT view of payload antennas.

5.1.2 Structure

As the form of the modules satisfies the payload requirements, the

structural design also has adequate margin. The heaviest TOPEX payload,

Option 3, is somewhat lighter than the removed FLTSATCOM payload. In addi-

tion, the liquid ascent propulsion engine gives a much gentler ride than

the solid apogee kick motor it supplants.

5.1.3 Mass

The total mass of the satellite is reduced, partly by payload reduc-

tion and partly by lower propulsive requirements (see Section 3.1). Because

of the Shuttle launch, total satellite mass is not critical. However, the

mass reduction dives a greater structural strength margin, and it is com-

patible with a propulsion system which is easily integrated into the

satel 1 i to .
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5...4 Power

The power subsystem can be flown as is, and it will satisfy all TOPEX

payload power requirements and spacecraft needs. (The canting of the

arrays to 450 to the array drive axis is not a power subsystem change; it

is a minor change in the local array deployment mechanism.) See Section

3.1.2 for the estimated power budget for TOPEX.

5.1.5 Propulsion

The 20 0.1- and 1.0-lbf thrusters are suitable as is for the TOPEX

mission. Their number, their locations, their thrust levels, their minimum

pulse duration, and their electrical control all appear to be satisfactory.

The increase in hydrazine propellant capacity and the addition of a 300-lbf

engine are associated with the functions of ascent propulsion, from the

Shuttle orbit to the TOPEX orbit. The integrated propulsion subsystem

handles both functions: ascent and on-orbit attitude and velocity control.

5.1.6 Attitude Control

The only change foreseen in the attitude control subsystem for the

TOPEX satellite is to change the mounting angle and scan of the earth

(horizon) sensors, because the earth as seen from the satellite now sub-

tends an angle of 112 to 125 degrees (depending on which TOPEX mission

option is selected) rather than 17.4 0 in the case of the geosynchronous

FLTSATCOM.

For the integrated propulsion system which also provides ascent pro-

pulsion, the electronics must be augmented to control the firing of the

300-lbf engine.

The pointing accuracy of FLTSATCOM, 0.25 0 , would have to be reeval-

uated in the light of the eartr sensor changes. If it remains the same,

then FLTSATCOM meets the TOPEX pointing accuracy requirements for all

instruments in Options 2 or 3, but falls short of the radar altimeter

rgquirement of 0.15 0 in Option 1.

5.1.7 Lifetime

FLTSATCOM has a design life in orbit of five years. The performance:

to date of satellites 1 to 4 gives no indications of falling short of that

5-2
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requirement. FLTSATCOM satisfies the TOPEX requirement for a three-to-five

year mission.

5.2 REQUIREMENTS NOT MET BY FLTSATCOM

5.2.1 Command and Data

The command and data handling characteristics of FLTSATCOM, part of

its TT&C system, are deficient in several regards relative to the TOPEX

mission:

• The FLTSATCOM transponder is compatible with SGLS (Air Force ground
terminals), not with TDRSS and NASA ground terminals.

• The downlink bit rate of 1000 b/s is far short of the 480 kb/s of
TOPEX.

• FLTSATCOM does not satisfy the TOPEX requirement for > 512 stored
commands.

da ta
	o	 7For these reasons, the command and n  	 yy5 

t
cii^5 wi

ll
    beuo r ep l a..aCecd forfor. ^ 0. DĈ V̂.

5.2.2 Telecommunications

The S-band telecommunications equipment is also part of FLTSATCOM's

TT&C system (not part of the RF payload). It is deficient in several

regards'relative tt the TOPEX requirements:

• As noted above, the transponder is not compatible with TDRSS and
NASA ground terminals. This affects both the RF and data aspects.

• Antenna(s) must be added on the zenith side for communications
upward to TDRSS.

• An S-band power amplifier must be added.

An order-of-magnitude estimate is that a 40-watt S-band power output

will support communications to TDRSS at the rate of 48 kb/s via an omni 	 a

antenna (hemispherical) with gain > -1 dBi, or at 480 kb/s if the antenna

gain is > +9 dBi.
i,

Assuming the addition of the 40 W power amplifier, this suggests

adveral methods of meeting TOPEX 's data requirements:

r

ai
E
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1) Playback at the low data rate (48 + 2 kb/s) can be handled upward

r'	 to TDRSS or downward to ground stations using omni antennas, at
any time the receiving station is visible from the satellite.

2) Playback at the high data rate (480 + 2 kb/s) is possible by the
medium gain (> +9 dBi) antenna to TDRSS by either of two
approaches:

a) whenever a TDR satellite is visible, if the antenna is steer-
able toward TDRSS.

b) whenever a TDR satellite is overhead +15 degrees, if the
antenna is fixed and pointing toward the zenith. (This
happens at least four times each day.)

3) Playback at the high data rate (480 + 2 kb/s) is possible by nadir-
directed omni antenna to ground stations whenever they are visible.

The scenario for orbital operations is not defined adequately enough

at this time to choose between 2a and 2b. What we have illustrated in

Section 3 .1.2 SNOWS the zenith-fa0i ►iy vinni antenna of 1 wnd a fixed zenith-
facing helix per 2b.

a

t^	 5.2.3 Launch Vehicle Compatibility

While FLTSATCOM, as configured for TOPEX, has a mass compatible with

a Delta launch, it is too big to fit within the 8-foot Delta fairing.*

Thus the STS, the other launch vehicle candidate, must be employed.

FLTSATCOM has been built for launch by the Atlas Centaur vehicle. If

it is to be launched by the Shuttle, certain changes will have to be made 	 a

for compatibility:
a

• The physical attachment must be to ASE carried in the Cargo bay.

• This attachment must satisfy STS structural criteria, and it must 	 1
provide for tilt out and separation of the satellite from the
Cargo Bay.

s Data and electrical power interfaces with the Shuttle must be met.

s All Shuttle safety requirements must be reviewed for compliance.
^^	 r

• 	 . 	 1

Y

{

t

* However, a 10-foot fairing, now planned for the Delta launch vehicle by	 r'
McDonnell Douglas, would be large enough for FLTSATCOM.

F,
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5.3 UNDETERMINED CHANGES TO MEET REQUIREMENTS

5.3.1 Data Storage

Because of the pattern of relatively low (6 to 15 kb/s) rates of

acquisition of TOPEX data, but moderate (48 kb/s) to high (480 kb/s) play-

back rates, a data storage device, probably a tape recorder, is implied.

FLTSATCOM does not carry a recorder, so this requirement calls for an addi-

tion. However, until the data return scenario is better defined and the

options of Section 5.2.2 are resolved, the required data storage capacity

can not be estimated.

5.3.2 Thermal Control

The adaptation of FLTSATCOM to the TOPEX mission will be accompanied

by significant changes in thermal patterns:

v During eclipse seasons, TOPEX eclipses will not be as long as
FLTSATCOM's but they will occu?, more often and for a larger frac-
tion of each orbit.

• An RF payload dissipating some 700 watts is replaced by the TOPEX
payload dissipating at mast 250 watts.

• The total power developed by the solar array is reduced at some
sunline orbit-plane angles by a factor of cos 45 0 , because of the
canting of the array.

A future analysis will be necessary to determine what modifications, if

any; t^,^ ,e necessary to accommodate these changes.

5.3.3 Area to Mass Ratio

The TOPEX requirement is that the spacecraft area to mass ratio be

< 0.01 m2/kg for Option 1, and < 0.02 m 2/kg for Options 2 and 3. For

FLTSATCOM employed as the TOPEX satellite, the estimated ratio is 0.019 m2/

kg (worst orientation of solar array), 0„004 m 2/kg (best orientation), or

0.014 m2/kg (effective average over one orbit). This is an inherent char-

acteristic of the FLTSATCOM configuration, and it is not likely that

changes could be made to give significant reductions.

ti
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6.0 COST AND AVAILABILITY

The results of Tasks 1 through 5 of the study, presented in preceding

sections of this report, describe the technical features of our proposed

existing FLTSATCOM spacecraft design and its direct applicability to the

TOPEX mission requirements. This section includes the programmatic results

of Task 6 of the study, consisting of cost estimates for budgetary and

planning purposes and an assessment of availability of the described design

based on the continuing production of FLTSATCO1 during the schedule span

planned for TOPER.

The key groundrules on which the cost estimates are based are listed

in Figure 6-1 and the cost estimates by JPL WBS element are presented in

Figure 6-2. It is especially important to note that while these estimates

are derived from an existing, on-going program, the accuracy is dependent

on the scaling from a multiple unit production activity to a single unit

build, with its attendant proportionately larger non-recurring elements.

Additionally the possible efficiencies of coordinating activities between

the FLTSATCOM and TOPEX projects are dependent on the precise relative

timing of their schedules.

With respect to availability, TRW received a contract in January 1982

for long lead items in preparation for manufacture of FLTSATCOM flight

units 6, 7 and 8. These units are presently scheduled for delivery in June

1985, February 1986 and October 1986. All of the components for the inte-

gral propulsion subsystem have proven flight heritage and are expected to

be readily available in this same time frame. Thus JPL is assured of the

availability of this recommended design for the 1984 start to 1987 launch

schedule planned for TOPEX.

7 f
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Items Included in the Cost Estimate:

• The existing FLTSATCOM design without the propulsion subsystem
(hydrazine "blowdown" system, thrusters, and apogee kick motor) and
without the communications payload (distinct from the telemetry,
tracking and command subsystem which remains).

• An integral propulsion subsystem based entirely on hydrazine
thrusters (substituted in place of the combined hydrazine, solid
AKM subsystem).

Items Not Included in the Cost Estimate:

• Modifications or addition: to any subsystem other than propulsion
that may be required to meet TOPEX-unique mission requirements.

• Any modifications required to interface with the TOPEX payload.

• Any modifications for STS launch compatibility, including SITS
associated ASE.

• Any TOPEX payload and payload integration and test activities.

`	 • Ground operations support after launch.

Programmatic Factors:

• TOPEX contract for one flight unit conducted by separate project
office (independent of FLTSATCOM project).

• Costs estimated in constant 1982 dollars, without including ICOM,
fee or economic price adjustment (EPA) to the actual period of
performance.

• A separate WBS element for satellite integration and test, exclusive
of payload associated costs, has been added within WBS element B
(Flight Equipment).

• Program sharing of ground support equipment is assumed on the basis
of planned launch schedule compatibility so no cost is included
for duplicating existing FLTSATCOM GSE.

• Integration and test software for the basic FLTSATCOM is assumed
to be unchanged so no cost is included for software.

Figure 6-1. Key Groundrules for TOPEX Budgetary
and Planning Cost Estimates

6-2
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Estimated
JPL WBS Element	 Cost M$

A. Management	 2

B. Flight Equipment

i. Structures (including thermal) 4

ii. Telecommunications 2

iii. Electrical Power 13

iv. Propulsion 4

v. Guidance and Control 8

vi. Airborne Support Equipment* 0

vii. Integration and Test (not including payload) 5

C.	 Ground Support Equipment* 0

D.	 Software* 0

Total (without ICOM, fee or EPA)	 38

* Refer to Figure 6-1 for assumptions related to these WBS elements

.c

Figure 6-2, TOPEX Budgetary and Planning Cost
Estimates (constant 1982 dollars)
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APPENDIX A

TOPEX REQUIREMENTS

The major requirements of the TOPEX mission are excerpted from Exhibit

1 of the Statement of Work for Contract No. 956199 as follows:•

• III. Mission Options (from page 2 of Exhibit 1)

• Tables 1 to 5:

TOPEX Options Satellite Mission Characteristics

TOPEX Payload Support Requirements

Command Unit Performance

TOPEX Data Formats

TOPEX Telecommunications Data Rates

In addition, summaries of the payload mass and power requirements are

prepared:

v TOPEX Payload Mass Requirements (Table A-1)

e TOPEX Payload Power Requirements (Table A-2)

^ c
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111. MISSION OPTIONS

Three potential options have been identified for TOPER. All
Of the options share the following characteristics:

• Three-year mission with two-year extended mission option.

• Ten-day repeat circular orbit at 63.4' repeating within one
kilometer..

• Orbit eccentricity 40.001.

• Shuttle launch from WSMC to ISO n.mi. with 63.4 • inclination.
or Delta Lauacb fran WSM to the ebaarvatiooal orbit vitb 63.4 o incliaation.

• Pa_yload Operations Control Center (POCC) and support at JPL.

—Telecomsunieations and operational orbit determination via
TDRSS.

• Altitude measurement within 2 em.

• Time tag resolution less than 4 us with rollover sS years.

• FY84 Prosect Start late 1017 launch.

The different options are further characterized as shown in
Table 1.

III. Mission Options (from page 2 of Exhibit 1)

e
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Function	 Value

Command date rate
	 1 kbis uplink

Reel tt" COMM execution rate
	

1 per second

Command storage capacity
	 At least 512 cawrnds

Stored too" iirc
	 1 second

Ibl lover
	 6 days

Table 3. Command Unit Performance
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California Institute of Technology
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103

Attention: Mr. 'Stephen P. Dombrowski
Senior Contract Negotiator

Subject:	 Contract No. 955199, 4equest for
Engineering Support
TOPEX Satellite Option Study

Reference: ( 1) S. P. Dombrowski, JPL, letter to G. M. Grujich, TRW,
dated .28 April 1982. .

(2) TRW Final Report, TOPEX Satelli te Option Study,
.submitted to JPL on 12 March 1982.

In response to the reference ( 1) letter, TRW provides Its answers to the JPL
questions pertaining to the reference ( 2) Final Report.

The answers are based on four sources, cited in the Introduction, in addition
to the reference ( 2) Final Report. It should-be understood, however, that some
of the questions posed by JPL -were addressing TOPEX mission-unique requirements
which were not the subject of the current . study phase. In order to answer those
questions, it-would be necessary that JPL expand the study-effort under the con-
tract.

Should you require further technical clarifications, please address them to Dr.
V. Dixon or Dr. R.. Schilling who can be respectively reached at AC 213, 535-2222
or 535-5D44.'••All contractual questions or correspondence should be addressed to
the undersigned at AC 213, 535-6441 or Mail Station R5/1220.

TRW Inc.	 ?

/a. K. Gru j i ch
Contracts Management
Space .and Technology Croup

QC: cl a

Attachment: As stated

cc: R. A. Neilson
JPL Technical Manager
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7Rk' RESPONSE TO JPL QUESTIONS ON USE OF

FLTSATCOM SPACECRAFT FOR TOPEX

INTRODUCTION

TRW provided its final report under the TOPEX Satellite Option Study contract

on 12 March 1982. JPL responded to it on 26 April 1982 with questions seeking

clarification and/or supplmantal data.

The TRW answers, which follow, are based on -the -following sources in addi-

tion to the stated final report:

a. The FLTSATCOM Attitude and Velocity Control System, H. L. Mork,

August 22, 1975.

b. Fleet Satellite .Communications Spacecraft, TIN, June 1976.

c. FLTSATCOM System.Effectiveness Program Plan, TRH, January 3, 1977.

.d. Environmental Specification for 'FLTSATCOM, 'TRW, December 19, 1975.

Copies of the preceding four documents are Inclosed since they provide

background data in greater detail than the.answers to specific questions.

Please note that the work statement-requirements of the study focussed

only on the identification and description of existing spacecraft designs..

Consequently. only top level concepts for TOPER-required-emodif'ications and

unique hardware have been developed at this time. Thus, some of the questions

posed by JPL, which address'TOPEX mission-unique re quirements, cannot be answered

at this time since they require additional TOPER-specific design study effort.

Also, please note that each TRH answer immediately follows the corresponding

JPL question. The Q/A pairs are grouped by topic and sequentially ordered to

,match the list of questions Teceived from JPL.
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Ql. The cost basis appears to exclude the following items: new telecr; mudications

subsystem, new command and data handling subsystem, modifications to the

attitude control subsystem, new tape recorder, payload integration and

thermal integration: P1iase comment.

A1. The cost basis does exclude the items listed in this question. This is

one of the groundrules in Figure 6-1 of the TRW final report (page 6-2):

Modifications or additions to any subsystem other than propulsion that

may be required to meet TOPER-unique mission requirements are not included

in the cost estimate.

ATTITUDE DETERMINATION AND CONTROL

Q1. IRU.parameters and thruster cutoff strategy to achieve the necessary py

accuracy are not defined. Please clarify.

Al. This strate gy -would be .developed gas part of the Beta i 1 4desi gn of the

modifications to the-existing FLTSATCOM AYCS. See-Reference "a" for

additional detail .on the ,existing subsystem ,design.

Q2. Describe the satellite nadir pointing concept; its hardware implementation;

and the-effects of gravity gradient, drag-and solar pressure on hardware

sizing.

A2. The on-orbit pointing control provided by the existing FLTSATCOM AVCS is

described in Section V of Reference"t" (pages 7-10) and -the hardware

implementation in Section VI (page 10). Determination of the effects

listed in the question for the TOPEX altitudes would be part of the detail

design of the AYCS modifications.

Q3. Describe the solar .array pointing concept, its hardware implementation,

.and the effects of that approach on satellite area to mass ratio.

A3. The concept and hardware implementation for the tour array drive assemblies

are described in Section Y1 of Reference "a" (Page 10). The•arn to mass

ratio effect is given in Section 5.3.3 of the TRW final report (page 3-5).

Q4.. Describe the TDRS pofinting concept, Its-hardware implementation and the

satellite-imposed location and .pointing constraints.

-2-
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s
A4. This concept and hardware implementation would be developed as part of, the

detail design of the AVCS modifications.

QS. Describe the orbit correction maneuver concept And its hardware implementa-

tion to satisfy TOPEX requirements.

A5. The concept and hardware implersentation would be developed as part of

the detail design of the AVCS modifications.

COMKAND AND DATA HANDLING

Hardware implementation cf the MH is emitted. Please clarify sufficiently

to.answer the following questions:

Ql. *ill,the MH satisfy requirements stated'in.M Report 1633-1, the TOPEX

Phase A Report?

Q2. What data storage- approach issanticipated for TOPEX: what is its hardware

impiemenw"Aon; ;what is the system .design and an icPita'ye; and w.:t

is the data storage capacity?

Q3. :kill the data :storage ,solution satisfy requirements stated in TOPEX Phase A

Report?

Q4. Now is the electronics protected from the radiation environment at1000

and 1334 km altitude?

Al. through A4. The design and hardware implementation of the CfADH subsystem

would not be based on existing FLTSATCOM -equipment -and thus would be the

subject of a new subsystem design activity.

COMMUNICATIONS

Ql. Will TDRS Multiple Access or Single Access be used? Nhich frequencies?

Q2. Please provide link analysis -for low and high rate communications-with TDRS.

What link virgins -will be available.

Al..and A2. The design and hardware implementation of the comunirations subsystem

-would not be based on existing-FLTSATCDM equipment and thus these topics

.would be the subject of a TDPEX subsysten.design.activity.

-3-
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COMMUNICATIONS - Continued

Q3. hoar is the helix (Option 2) pointed? What is the predicted pointing

error? Now long a period is ±15°? Long enough to playback the'tape

recorder?

A3. Under Option 2a,.Section 5.2.2 of the TRW final report, helix steering

would be by a method not yet determined. Open 'loop (controlled by a program

stored on-board the spacecraft) and closed loop (homing on a signal

received from TDRS) are candidates.

Under Option 2b, the helix would be zenith.pointing, fixed to the

TOPEX bus. Assuming communication to be:possible when TDRS iswithin

±15 0 of the .zenith, the turation of communications depends on the-mission

option and the,aetual.phasing of sub-TOPEX paths with the sub-TDRS point.

For mission option No. l,the longest communication time (corresponding

to coinciding sub-orbital points) is7.7 vinutes. On rare occasions, with

bracketing misses •of the sub-TDRS point by the TOPEX, communication time

would just shrink to zero. Considering the four times each day that

this gdo:metry y s •et ; ta- unieations visibility will 'total 30.8 -minutes

per .day maximum, or .24.2 -minutes per ,day 4kverage. "Tape recorder playback

r5tes have not been investigated, and the ,&%ount of data to be returned

via the 480 kb/s, link has not been specified, so we have reached no

conclusion as-to tape recorder Adequacy.

Q4. How is gross-antenna blockage and RFI>managed?

A4. On the-envisioned TOPEX satellite configuration, Fig. 3.1.5 of the TRW

final report, "gross antenna blockage" is avoided by having no antenna

intrude into-the field of view of any other spacecraft or experiment

antenna. Nor does Any other component intrude into the field of view of

.any antenna, with the possible exception that the solar array at certain

clock angles might conflict with the zenith-directed otmni. Details for

the resolution of possible conflict has not been +corked out. RFI for

TOPEX was not addressed in the study.

i
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COMMUNICATIONS - Continued	 OF POOR QUALITY

Q5. Now is power converted and regulated?

Q6. Does integration or size of the new telecoms subsystem present any problems?

Q7. What is the telecom subsystem power profile? Will one receiver be on at

all times?

Q8. Is the 40W amplifier a TWT or an SSA?

Q9. Is the 40W amplifier a single unit or is it two amplifiers coupled? If

coupl ed..what interface problems are there?

Q10. Is an antenna available for communication during ascent?

Qll. Now much power is required for TOPEX ground connwnications? Now is the

power cutback from 40W?

Q12. Which .antenna is used for commanding TOPEX via TDRS? '.What is the margin?

Q13. What is the telecom subsystem parts -heritage?

0, throkigh A.13. The design and hardware implementation of the communications

subsystem would not be based on ,existing FLTSATCOM ,equipment .and thus

these topics would be the subject of :a TOPEX subsystem design ,activity.

POWER

Q1. Uhat is the predicted solar-array degradation and Contributing elements

for the basic 3-year TOPEX mission and for the S-year -extended mission?

Al. The solar array output is-expected-to decrease by.about 25: during the

initial-five year operation of FLTSATCOM at its synchronous location.

Degradation for the TOPEX orbits would be predictedas part of the TOPEX

spacecraft design activity. Figure 3.1-7 of the TRW final report

(page 3-9) assumed 25% degradation of the FLTSATCOM 1 through 5 arrays

and shows a sufficient -margin ;after five years for battery charging under
the-worst case orbital v.elipse fraction of 0.35. The FLTSATCOM 6, 7.and

8,arsays that TOPEX would use (see footnote an page 3-1 of the TRW final

report) produce lOS v_*re power thin the original arrays. "After five years
they will supply an .additional 115 watts imargin, including 45' :array angle
effect, above the 1140 watts shown in Figure 3.1-7.
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POWER - Continued

Q2. What is the breakdown of the electrical power and distribution budget (190W)

of Figure 3.1-7?

A2. A detailed breakdown of the existing FLTSATCOM EPDS power budget is given

on page '30 of Reference "b". A more detailed breakdown 'of Figure 3.1-7 for

TOPEX mould be developed in the TOPER spacecraft design activity.

Q3. What is the battery reconditioning sequence of FLTSATCOK? Is the same

system assumed for TOPEX?

A3. Reconditioning is initiated by ground.cowmand for all FLTSATCOM batteries

during the 15 days preceding eclipse season. The charge control system

provides taro modes for reconditioning. both include a slow (approximately

A days) discharge followed by .a 15 to .24 hour recharge. One-mode auto-

= tical,ly terminates at 16 ±1 volt, whereas the •otherwde permits

discharging to a battery level of 1volt or 'less.

Orbital Experience on other spacecraft programs and battery life cycle

tests extending over simulated mission durations of 10 years.or.wore show

that the benefits ofreconditioning.are greatly increased by discharging

to near zero -voltage and that is the -mode preferred for `normal FLTSATCOM

operation.

In either case, however, the ground operations are-much the same and

begin with disconnecting the battery to be reconditioned from the system

and placing it in the discharge mode selected for use. The battery voltage

and current auy, but need not be, monitored during automatic discharge since the

on-board charge control system automatically-terminates the discharge at the

proper level. Subsequent recharge -is performed under automatic control

regardless of the discharge mode used.

The discharge circuit includes two separate channels. One channel

provides the discharge with automatic stop at IS volts while the second

.channel .automatically stops at to preselected lower level. If both

channels•are used simultaneously for the reconditioning process, the

discharge time-will be reduced-by 4 factor oftwo. However, in this case, the

reconditioning discharge automatically terminates ,at the 16 volt level.

This existing FLTSATCOK .hardware Implementation .could be used for TOPER.

Suitable change rould:be_made inthe operational profile of the reconditioning

process to•account for the more frequent -eclipse cycling of TOPEX.

ORIGINAL PAGE 1.'

Of POOR QUALay
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POWER - Continued	 OF POOR QUALITY

Q4. HDW is redundant stitching accomplished (e.g., ground conraand, on-board

logic)?	 .;

A4. Redundant switching is accomplished throughout the FLTSATCOM spacecraft by

use of 131 ground corn►ands (see table at bottom of page 20, Reference "b") .

Q5. Now are energy storage, distribution.and.switching accomplished to initiate

pyro -dmices?

A5. Except for-the batteries, no=energy storage devices (e.g., .capacitor

banks) ate. used to initiate pyro devices. Each pyro device is operated
by a dedicated transistor switch .controlled by,an am/safe relay in the

load path and A- n,oMnance fire -relay controlling the transistor ,base

circuit.

Q6. what is' the estimated range of battery :depth of discharge?

A6. The range of battery depth of discharge for FLTSATCOM at its synchronous

location is 70% to 75%. -ho ,estimate etas prepared for the TOPEX orbits.

Q7. What are the ray technic4l problems in Veeting Shuttle safety requirements

for power and pyro electronics?

A7. Specific concepts for-meeting STS safety requirements tmu1d be developed

in the TOPEX spacecraft design activity.

PROP LSION

Q1. What satellite mass is assumed for TOPER?

A1. The mass of the TOPEX satellite at launch eras estimated to-be approximately

2671.1bm (see Figure 3.1-6 of the TRW final report, page 3-E, for more

detail).

Q2. Please supplement 'the vA ss detail in the attached equipment list.

A2. -Yore detailed subsystem *eight breakdowns for the existing F'LTSATCOM are

given in Reference "b" (total system.-on page 8, AYCS a% page 26, EPDS on

page 30, RCS on page 33 and structure on page 38). The TOPEX weight

estimates were not developed in greater-detail than Shawn in . Figure 3.1-6

of the TRW-final report, page 3-8.

Y
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ORIGINAL PAGE 15

CONFIGURATION/MECHANICAL	
OF POOR QUALV

Ql. What is the TOPEX payload configuration in FLTSATCOM?

Al. A concept for the configuration of the external TOPEX payload elements is

shown in Figure 3.1-5 of the TRW final report, page 3-6. The internal

electronics housings would.mount on the honeycomb panels of the payload

module replacing the existing FLTSATCOM payload which is mounted as shown

on pages 6 and 11 of reference IV.
02. Now will the FLTSATCM structure be impacted by Shuttle launch loads (as

opposed to the more benign Atlas Centaur loads)?

A2. Specific impact of the SIS launch environment, if-any, would be determined

during TOPEX detail design. -however, the Atlas-Centaur qualification

-environments (see Section 4.1 and 4.2 of 'Reference ".d") exceed the corres-

,ponding environments predicted for STS launch.

Q3. -What ,.mechanical ASE is required for integration with the Shuttle? Cost?

A3. A number of existing cradle and :pallet designs ere avai',able -for use as

'mechanical ASE -for TOPEX (see Section .4.3 .of the TRW final report, page 4-1

for -examples). Selection of * specific unit would -be part of the detail

design activity.

Q4. What additional mechanical equipment is required to integrate the TOPEX

payload Into FLTSATCOM (e.g., structure, temperature control, devices,

cabling)7,

M. The TOPEX payload would require a new wiring harness for integration with

the FLTSATCOM payload-module. Identification of saounting bracket require-

ments; if any, would be a detail design activity.

Q5. What are cabling weights -accounted in the mass summary?

AS. Cable-weights were not separately estimated for the TOPEX. The EPDS harness

assembly in the existing FLTSATCOM weighs .a total of 160 lbs.

Q6. What is the Shuttle launch weight (including ASE)?

A6. The launch weight of TOPEX, including -adapter,•was estimated to be approxi-

•mately 2791 lbm (see -Figure 3.1-6 of the TRW final report, page 3-5, for

,more detail).



ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY

f

COST AND PROGRAMMATIC

Ql. what qualification is assumed in the cost and availability sstintes?•,Any
TOPER unique'test or analysis? Analogy to FLTSATCOM?

Al. The cost estimate assumes the existing FLTSATCOM qualification program,
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of Reference *d", is applicable to TOPEX.

Any additional payload or STS imposed quilification requirements were not

included.

Q2. Would the TOPEX payload be expected to meet the satellite at a standard

interface or would individual sensors be interfaced with the bus?

A2. The payload interface concept would be the subject of -s detailed trade-

off study to identify the optimum.approach.

Q3. What is the hardware base for th FLTSATCOM GSE: Please comment an the

feasibility of its use (hardware =and/or software) in a POCC =environment

for flight operations.

A3. FLTSATCOM Units 1 throu gh-5 utilized ,n IBM 1800 based system for telemetry

processing. An.upgrade of that computer system is planned for FLTSATCOM

5 through S. Uplink .and -downlink is 'based .on Space/Ground-Link Systems

(SGLS) communications. The remaining GSE (e.g., •for.attitude control,

power 'test *tc.) uses standard hardware. Requirements for operation in a

,POCC-environment have-not been -established.

Q4. Are there any TOPEX unique requirements which, if relaxed, would significantly

lower the cost?

A4. FLTSATCOM currently meets the 0.25 0 pointing requirement of .payload options

2 and-3 but not the 0.15' requirement of option 1. The ability 10 meet
0.15 ® has not been determined, and thus this tighter requirement for

Option l could have a cost .effect.

A.

-9-
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RELIABILITY/QUALTn

All Reliability, PMiP and Quality Assurance aspects of the FLTSATCOM

program are controlled by Reference *c", the "FLTSATCM System Effectiveness

Program Plan," specifically Part 2. Reliability; Part 3. Parts,.Katerials

and Processes; and Part 4. Quality Assurance Plan.

Ql. What formal reliability program was in place for FLTSATCOM? To what

specifications?

Al. The FLTSATCOM reliability program is specified by 'Par* ,2 of Reference "c".

Q2. What was the single point failure policy for the design?

A2. The single-point failure policy is described in Part 2, Section 5.2.3 of

Reference "c", page 2-21.

Q3. Does ,tach design comply with current Shuttle safety requirements ( such as

fracture mecha ni es) ?

A3. The FLTSATCOM design has not been subjected to ga rigorous-assessment of

compliance with STS safety requirements.

Q4. What electronic =parts screening program etas in :place? 'To -what -specification?

A4. The FLTSATCOM parts screening program is specified by Part 3, Section 5.5.4

of Reference "c", page 3.36.

Q5. What materials and process control program ryas in place? 7o what specification?

A5. The FLTSATCOM ma terials.and process control program is specified by Part 3,

of Reference "c".

Q6. Is formal documentation available to support hardware qualific tions?

A6. Formal documentation supporting the FLTSATCOM qualification would be

available fora TOPEX project.

Q7. What formal quality assurance program vas in-place? To what specificattions?

A7. The FLTSATCOM quality:assurance program is specified -by Part 4 of Reference "c".
i

Q8. How will payload mechanical alignments be made and verified?

A87 The concept for meeting :payload mechanical .0 ignaent requireeents would be
developed as part of the design activity. The present FLTSATCOM,alignaent

is consistent with the 0.25' pointing control.:
'^	 td
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OF POOR QUALITY

RELIABIL11Y	 -Continued

Q9. will the payload temperature controls be satisfied?

M . Thermal xccom wdation of the payload would be part of the detail design

activity. However. the TOPEX payload power dissipation is less than the

FLTSATCOM payload and it is expected that the existiaag FLTSIiMM thersul

design concept, utilizing tailored passive radiators.rmbined with

distributed active, thermostatically controlled heaters, can accowwdate

the TOPEX payload requirements.
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